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RICK BISHOP NOMINATED BY BRIAN O’HARA AND DOUG WILKINS

Rick Bishop goes above and beyond to make sure that his Energy Conservation Initiative/ECCT crew has the resources to effectively perform their duties. Rick has a level playing field with his crew and treats everyone equally and fairly. He gives his crew a great sense of accomplishment. He fosters teamwork amongst his team. His expectations are clear; training is thorough, he responds to questions and provides the tools needed to get the job done, and he is available to help when needed.

Rick goes above and beyond implementing energy savings across the Cornell University campus; he understands what our customers’ needs are and ensures our crews are focused on saving the

Rick demonstrates diversity, inclusiveness, and knowledge sharing by leading by example. Rick is extremely approachable and dedicated to the university's and Facilities Services values.

Rick is one of the university's most humble and trust-worthy stewards. Congratulations and Thank you Rick!
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